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MJPE216 - RPC
Multi-Jet Medium Temperature Cabinet with
Custom Shelves to suit RPC Produce Crates
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Multi-Jet Medium Temperature Cabinet with Custom Shelves
to Suit RPC Produce Crates
Features

MJPE216-RPC

The MJPE Multi-Jet cabinet offers reduced energy
consumption, minimising its impact on the environment.
This medium temperature cabinet has custom made shelves
to suit RPC Crates, making it perfect for bulk produce
merchandising and reducing handling times for owners and
provides a more “market look”.
The 2500mm wide cabinet can hold eighteen 600mm x
400mm RPC crates.
The multi-channel and multi-velocity air curtain ensures
merchandise is isolated from the ambient store temperature.
This means product temperatures are at their optimum and
their shelf-life is extended.

Temperature Class
3M1

Standard
–– Angled shelving 0o, 100, 150
–– Width 2500mm

Benefits
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–– High visibility of products
–– Reduced handling of produce using RPC crates
to merchandise
–– Easy cleaning, service and maintenance
–– Product shelf life extended
–– Floor space optimization
–– Energy savings
–– Minimum life cycle cost
–– Environment and EHS commitment
–– Improved shopper ambient comfort
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1875mm and 2500mm
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Note: drainage for the 2500 is
different – see the 3750m module
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Refrigeration upper tube
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Refrigeration lower tube
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Electrical box upper

All measurements are in mm
CUSTOMER SIDE
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3750mm module

Note: drainage for the 2500mm is
the same as shown here
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CUSTOMER SIDE

Available Lengths (excluding Ends)
1250mm			1875mm			2500mm			3750mm

Additional Information
Dimensions and features are subject to change. Please obtain current
information prior to order confirmation.
NOTE: We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product
design in connection with any feature of our products. Such changes do not
entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or
replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.
McAlpine Hussmann
2-6 Niall Burgess, Mt Wellington
Auckland 1060
Ph: 0800 473374
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